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High-resolution (0.001 cm-1) coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) has been used to study the
ν1 symmetric CO stretching mode of the quasi-linear molecule carbon suboxide, C3O2. Q-branch transitions
are seen that originate from the ground state and from thermally populated levels of theν7 CCC bending
mode, which is of unusually low frequency. The intensity variation of the Q-branch features on cooling to
about 120 K in a jet expansion requires the reversal of the order of assignment given in a previous Raman
study at low resolution. The identification of theν1 Σg

+ r Σg
+ transition from the ground state is confirmed

by the absence ofJodd Q-branch lines in the resolved CARS spectrum. Analysis of this band in terms of a
quasi-linear model gives a good fit to the observed transitions and leads to vibrational-rotational parameters
(in cm-1) of ν1 ) 2199.9773(12) and (B′ - B′′) ) -2.044(6)× 10-4. Other transitions originating from
higher ν7 levels occur at only slightly lower wavenumber values and permit the calculation of the double
minimum potential in the Q7 bending coordinate. The results indicate that the ground-state barrier to linearity
(21.5 cm-1) increases by only 0.6 cm-1 when the CO symmetric stretch is excited.

Introduction

Carbon suboxide, C3O2, is an unusual molecule that has
fascinated and puzzled spectroscopists for decades. First pre-
pared by Diels and Wolf in 1906,1 C3O2 is a colorless
lachrymator with a boiling point of 7°C. Though the least
common of the simple carbon oxides, C3O2 is ubiquitous. It is
believed to play a role in photochemical reactions in the
atmospheres of Earth2,3 and Venus4,5 and to exist on the surface
of the moons of Jupiter6,7 and in Halley’s comet.8,9 At high gas
pressures or in the liquid state, it readily undergoes polymeri-
zation to form a red solid film; Oyama10 has suggested that the
latter may even contribute to the red color of the Martian surface,
where carbon suboxide is proposed as a photolytic reaction
product of CO2.

From structural and spectroscopic standpoints, carbon sub-
oxide has long intrigued spectroscopists because of its floppy
structure, as indicated by theν7 CCC bending frequency11 of
18.26 cm-1. To our knowledge, this is the lowest value observed
for any “linear” molecule. In fact, calculations and experiments
indicate that the equilibrium structure of C3O2 is bent and even
slightly W-shaped, with recent ab initio calculations by Koput12

yielding CCC and CCO angles of 152.0° and 176.5°, respec-
tively. However, all calculations and experimental results
indicate that the barrier to linearity is small (0-40 cm-1), so
the vibrationally averaged ground-state structure is linear. C3O2

is thus termed a “quasi-linear molecule”, similar to the C3

molecule, for which the bending mode is also quite low (63
cm-1).13

The vibrational modes of carbon suboxide are shown in
Figure 1. Because of the effective center of symmetry, the
rule of mutual exclusion applies, withν1, ν2, and ν5 modes
directly observable only by Raman methods,14-16 while the other
modes appear only in the IR, where they have been studied
extensively.11,16-23 In all cases, the spectra show added hot band
structure arising from thermally populated levels of theν7

bending mode. Detailed analyses of the resultant spectra have

revealed theν7 level structure in the vibrational manifolds of
the ν2 through ν6 fundamentals, as discussed by Fusina and
Mills.20 From the observed level spacings, quadratic and quartic
parameters were deduced for a two-dimensional bending
potential for each manifold. The results showed that the potential
barrier and the pattern of levels are quite sensitive to excitation
of a normal mode. For example, on excitation of theν2

symmetric CC stretch, the barrier drops to about zero from a
value of 22 cm-1 in the ground state. However, antisymmetric
excitation of theν4 CC stretch more than doubles the barrier,
to 49.3 cm-1, and the increase is even greater (65.3 cm-1) when
the ν3 antisymmetric CO stretch is excited. Less dramatic are
the effects of excitation in theν5 symmetric andν6 antisym-
metric CCO bends, the barriers being 29.9 and 19.7 cm-1,
respectively.21,22

Although Raman spectra have been reported14 for the ν1

symmetric CO stretch, the effect of excitation of this mode on
the ν7 barrier has not been examined in detail and is perhaps

Figure 1. The vibrational modes of C3O2.
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not obvious. By analogy with the barrier change seen on
excitation of the CCC symmetric stretch, one might expect a
decrease in the barrier whenν1 is excited. However, it is also
true that excitation of the antisymmetric CO stretch results in a
large barrier increase. The most recent (1979) Raman data on
ν1 is of low resolution14 (0.25 cm-1) but does reveal some hot
band structure that suggests that the barrier is quite similar to
that in the ground state. Because CARS spectra can now be
obtained with much greater sensitivity and resolution, it was
felt that a reexamination of theν1 Q-branch structure might be
worthwhile, and the results of this investigation are reported
here.

Experimental Section

In these studies, C3O2 was prepared through dehydration of
malonic acid by phosphorus pentoxide, P2O5, using the proce-
dure of Maki et al.23 The malonic acid, powdered P2O5, and
sand (to increase the reaction surface area) were mixed together
in a 1:10:2 ratio and then heated to 140°C in an oil bath, while
the vapors were collected in a liquid nitrogen cold trap. To
reduce contamination from water, the sand was pre-roasted while
being evacuated, and the chemicals were mixed together in a
dry bag. The main products of the reaction were C3O2, acetic
acid, and CO2. The latter was removed by pumping on the trap
at -110°C, a temperature at which the vapor pressures of CO2

and C3O2 are 33.3 and 0.2 Torr, respectively.24,25The C3O2 was
separated from the acetic acid by warming the trap to-50 °C
(vapor pressures of C3O2 and acetic acid are 45.8 and 0.1 Torr,
respectively) and distilling the C3O2.

The CARS apparatus at Oregon State University used to
obtain the high-resolution Raman spectra has been described
previously.26 This system is unusual for Raman spectroscopy
in that the overall effective resolution capability has been shown
to be very good, 0.001 cm-1. The unique component of this
system is a seeded, single-frequency Nd:YAG laser (Continuum,
custom laser) that is frequency-doubled to deliver 45-50-ns
pulses of 532-nm light at 20 Hz and 100 mJ/pulse. This long
pulse, about 10 times that of most commercial lasers, gives the
high spectral resolution of our system. The frequency of the
Nd:YAG laser was locked to 18788.4624(15) cm-1 by adjusting
the temperature controller on the seed laser (Lightwave model
122, 50 mW) and monitoring the output through a cell of iodine
vapor such that the frequency of the green light corresponded
to a position of 50% absorption intensity on the blue side of
line no. 1111 of the iodine atlas.27 Part of this green output is
used to pump a pulse amplification chain for the tunable Stokes
source that originates from a ring dye laser (Coherent, 699-29)
pumped with 6 W from an argon ion laser (Coherent, Innova
200). Two portions of the 532-nm output were focused along
with the amplified Stokes beam into the sample in a folded
BOXCARS geometric arrangement. The signal was spatially
and optically filtered before being detected by a Hamamatsu
R955 photomultiplier and integrated by a Stanford Research
signal averager (SR 250). A small portion of the light from the
ring dye laser was sent through a cell of iodine vapor and
recorded in order to calibrate the spectra using the iodine atlas
lines.27

Because of its reactivity and tendency to polymerize, the
sample was kept frozen at 77 K until use. All handling of C3O2

was done in glass vacuum manifolds and cells with Teflon
stopcocks and connectors. Spectra were recorded of samples at
4 kPa (30 Torr) in glass cells and also in jet expansions in which
Ar gas at about 0.5 atm was flowed through a C3O2 reservoir
held at temperatures chosen to give a 50% mix. Because of the

very limited amount of C3O2 available, the spectral scans in
jets were taken rapidly, and it was not possible to be certain
that the concentration was constant during all scans. Thus,
although the wavenumber positions of features seen in the jet
spectra were reproducible in the figures shown here, the relative
intensities of the Q-branch features are less certain.

To minimize decomposition of the sample during the static
scans, the power of the probe beams was kept to less than 2
mJ/pulse. Surprisingly, when the intensity of the beams was
too great, scattering due to polymeric “dust” originated at the
ends of the sample cell rather than at the center where the
intensity of the focused beams was the greatest. This leads us
to believe that the polymerization occurred because of heating
on the window surface.

For the jet spectra, the sample cell was replaced with a
vacuum chamber that was evacuated such that it maintained a
pressure of less than 0.1 Torr throughout the measurements.
The sample was introduced into the chamber through a jet nozzle
whose pulse was temporally adjusted to match the timing of
the pump and probe beams. The spectra were taken at a position
early in the expansion (about one to two nozzle diameters),
because the signal to noise was better there, and also, the warmer
jet close to the nozzle made it possible to measure a number of
the rotational lines in the vibrational Q-branches. The CARS
signals in the jet were weak because of the low C3O2

concentration, so the power of the pump and Stokes beams were
increased to around 13 and 3 mJ/pulse, respectively. At such
power levels, we found in previous studies28 that saturation and
ac-Stark broadening effects limit the resolution to about 0.004
cm-1. This is about twice the expected Doppler width but is
sufficiently fine to resolve the individual Q-lines, as seen in
the experimental spectra shown in the text.

Results and Discussion

CARS Spectra of C3O2. Figure 2 offers a comparison of
the previous Raman spectrum and the CARS spectra obtained
in this work. The top trace (a) shows a portion of the Raman
spectrum recorded at 0.25 cm-1 resolution by Lolck and
Brodersen,14 and the dominant Q-branch is seen to consist of
several unresolved features that they assigned toν7 hot bands
according to the labeling shown at the top. An expanded view
of this structure is seen in the higher-resolution CARS spectrum
shown in the middle (b), and it is apparent that some of the QJ

line structure is discernible. However, because of the high line
density and collisional broadening at the 30-Torr sample
pressure, a detailed analysis was not possible. It was for this
reason that CARS spectra were taken for C3O2 samples cooled
by expansion in a jet, where it was hoped that collisional
broadening would be reduced and vibrational and rotational
cooling might simplify the spectra.

The effect of jet cooling shown in the CARS spectrum (c) of
Figure 2 was quite surprising to us, because it showed a dramatic
enhancement of the two higher-wavenumber Q-branches and a
great reduction in intensity of the other branches seen in the
room temperature scan. Clearly, the previous assignment of the
Raman transition from the ground state to one of the latter is
incorrect, and in fact, the data suggest a reversal of the order of
assignment, as shown in the middle of the figure.

It is, of course, possible that either of the two main
Q-branches seen in the jet spectra could be due to theΣ-Σ
transition from the ground state, but a closer look at the
rotational structure of these is revealing. Figure 2c shows that
the rotational lines in the highest-wavenumber branch are more
clearly defined than is the case in the other Q-branch. This is
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expected for transitions from the groundΣ state, becauseJodd

levels, and henceJodd Q-branch lines, will be missing because
of nuclear spin constraints. (Both12C and16O atoms are bosons
with nuclear spin of zero, so only nuclear spin functions that
are symmetric to the exchange of identical particles are allowed.)
However, for degenerateΠ and∆ states, all lines are present,
and the features are less resolved.

Modeling of Spectra.From the spectra, there can be no doubt
that the highest-wavenumber Q-branch corresponds to transitions
from ν7

l ) 0°. These transitions are expected to fit the simple
expression

but this fitting requires assignment ofJ for each transition, a
nontrivial task, because the transitions at lowJ are not resolved.
The process required an initial guess forB′ - B′′, along with
the reasonable assumption that the centrifugal distortion term
D′ - D′′ could be neglected. We obtain one estimate ofB′ -
B′′ by assuming the same extension of the CO bond length (∆r
) 0.52 pm) as is seen in exciting the CO diatomic molecule
from ν ) 0 to ν ) 1. Assuming the CC distance is unchanged
when CO is excited, this yieldsB′ - B′′ ) -0.00026 cm-1. A
second estimate comes from Fusina and Mills,20 who obtained
B′ - B′′ as -0.00023 cm-1 from an anharmonic force field
calculation. Finally, from a tentative assignment of some
partially resolved S-branch Raman lines (seen in Figure 2a),
Lolck and Brodersen14 reported a value of-0.00012(2) cm-1

for B′ - B′′. However, as mentioned already, their choice of
band origin is incorrect, so this result forB′ - B′′ must also be
in error. From a reanalysis of their S-branch lines using our
revised band origin assignment, we get a larger value of
-0.00018(2) cm-1.

From our higher-resolution Q-branch data, the best fit was
obtained for theJ assignment indicated in Figure 3 and in Table

1. The resultant parameters for this assignment and cases where
J is changed by(2 units are

with uncertainties shown in parentheses here and elsewhere
equal to two standard deviations. All theB′ - B′′ values above
are in reasonable accord with the estimates given, but theJ
assignment choice is favored, because changes by(2 units give
larger standard errors in the fit and also a visibly poorer
reproduction of the CARS spectrum. However, the differences
are small, so these alternative assignments cannot be completely
eliminated. ForJ changes of(4 units or larger, the fits were
clearly unacceptable.

There is one other complication to the fitting process that
warrants mention. Because of interference effects by overlapping
lines in CARS spectra, it is well-known that the peak maxima
can be shifted a few thousandths of a wavenumber from the
true transition frequencies.29 To deduce these small corrections,
an iterative fitting process was employed, with preliminary peak
maxima from the CARS spectra first being used to generate by
least squares a set of fitting parameters. These were used to
calculate a set of transitions and intensities (assuming a
Boltzmann rotational distribution) that were then used to
simulate a CARS spectrum using procedures outlined in ref 29.
The calculated shifts between the peak maxima and the actual
input transition values were then applied to the experimental

Figure 2. Raman and CARS spectra of C3O2. The Raman spectrum
((a), 0.25 cm-1 instrumental resolution, adapted from Figure 1 of ref
15) shows a dominant but unresolved Q-branch. The CARS spectrum
(0.001 cm-1 instrumental resolution) taken at 295 K (b) reveals
Q-branch features complicated by high line density and collisional
broadening. The jet-cooled sample (c) clearly shows theν7

l ) 0-3
vibrational transitions. Note that the order of assignment in panel (b)
is different than that given in panel (a).

QJ ) ν0 + (B′ - B′′)J(J + 1) - (D′ - D′′)[J(J + 1)]2 (1)

Figure 3. The vibrational-rotational modeling of theν7
l ) 00 and 11

Q-branches of C3O2. The predicted CARS spectrum using parameters
given in the text is displayed above each experimental curve.

J + 2: ν0 ) 2199.9905(21);B′ - B′′ ) -0.0001941(10)

J: ν0 ) 2199.9773(12);B′ - B′′ ) -0.0002044(6)

J - 2: ν0 ) 2199.9643(18);B′ - B′′ ) -0.0002159(11)

CARS Spectra of C3O2 J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 109, No. 14, 20053141



maxima seen in the CARS spectra to obtain the experimental
CARS transition frequencies. These corrected values were then
used to deduce new fitting parameters, and the process was
repeated to obtain slightly improved shift corrections. Conver-
gence was rapid, and the corrections for each line, while small
(-0.004 to+0.004 cm-1), are significant at the fitted level.
This process was done separately for spectra taken at different
temperatures, and the resultant averaged experimental transition
frequencies are shown in Table 1.

The simulations of theν7
l ) 00 Σg

+ r Σg
+ Q-branch shown

in Figure 3 for the three temperatures are considered quite
acceptable, given the high spectral congestion and noise in the
spectra. For the jet spectra, the temperature was not well-
determined, and lower values down to about 80 K also gave
reasonable fits. Although some rotational structure was apparent
for the other Q-branches, the lines were heavily overlapped,
and no attempt was made to obtainB′ - B′′ for these bands.
Instead,∆B for these transitions was obtained from that forν7

l

) 00, scaled by the appropriate ground-stateB values (viz.,
∆B(ν7

l) ) ∆B(00)B′′(ν7
l)/B′′(00)). The ν0 band origins of the

simulations were then adjusted to give the closest visual fit of
the low J-band heads, and the resultantν0 values are listed in
Table 1.

The assignments of theν7
l ) 00 and 11 Q-branches were

certain from the intensity changes with temperature, and that
for 20 was based on the more resolvedJ structure expected,
and seen, for thisΣg

+ r Σg
+ band. Forν7

l ) 22 and higher
values, the assignments were based onν0 values predicted from
a double minimum potential model described in the next section.

Double Minimum Potential Model. The model employed
here is that used by Fusina and Mills20 to describe theν7 bending
potential in the ground state and its variation as other vibrational
modes are excited. It assumes the anharmonic potential can be

described by the function

whereθ is the angle of bend at the central carbon,Q7 is the
mass-weighted normal coordinate, andm is the effective mass,
deduced from a normal coordinate calculation20 to be 11.72 u
Å2. The ν7 energy levels are then obtained as the eigenvalues
of the Schro¨dinger equation for an isotropic two-dimensional
harmonic oscillator, as detailed by Duckett et al.30 We have
reproduced this calculation using a simple Maple routine to
diagonalize the appropriate matrix, taken to be of dimension
200 to ensure convergence of the lower levels. We obtain the
same results reported by Fusina and Mills and have used this
method to calculate theV2 andV4 potential parameters that apply
when theν1 symmetric stretch is excited. These parameters were
initially varied to give the best fit of our 00, 11, and 20 levels,
and the results led to the assignment of higher v7

l levels,
producing the predicted Q-branch shifts shown in Table 1. The
spectral simulations of these higher Q-branches are given in
Figure 4. The comparison is considered acceptable, although
the assignment of theν7 ) 4 bands should be considered
tentative, because there appear to be other hot band features
contributing to the spectra, possibly from excitedν5 and ν6

bending levels.
The potential constants deduced in this fashion are given in

Table 2 for the ground state and for all the axial modes. Displays
of these potentials, patterned after a similar figure in ref 20,
are presented in Figure 5. It is seen that excitation of theν1

symmetric CO stretch has only a minor effect on the bending
mode potential, the barrier heightVB increasing from 21.5 to
22.1 cm-1 and the value ofθ at the energy minimum,θmin,
changing from 24.0° to 24.5°. This is perhaps not surprising,

TABLE 1: CARS Transitions and Vibrational -Rotational Parameters of C3O2

Q-Branch Lines (cm-1) for theΣg
+(00) r Σg

+(00) Transition

J calcd obsd- calcd J calcd obsd- calcd

0 2199.9773
2 2199.9760 32 2199.7614 -0.0004
4 2199.9732 34 2199.7340 0.0010
6 2199.9687 36 2199.7050 0.0034
8 2199.9626 38 2199.6743 0.0017

10 2199.9548 40 2199.6420 0.0001
12 2199.9454 -0.0011 42 2199.6081 -0.0016
14 2199.9343 -0.0009 44 2199.5725 -0.0026
16 2199.9217 -0.0011 46 2199.5353 -0.0026
18 2199.9074 -0.0002 48 2199.4965 -0.0025
20 2199.8914 0.0001 50 2199.4560 -0.0015
22 2199.8738 -0.0002 52 2199.4139 0.0001
24 2199.8546 0.0004 54 2199.3702 0.0013
26 2199.8338 0.0013 56 2199.3248 0.0041
28 2199.8113 0.0006 58 2199.2778 -0.0014
30 2199.7872 0.0020 60 2199.2291 0.0001

Parameters (in cm-1)

ν7
l′ r ν7

l′′ transition νo obsd
νo diff.
obsd

νo diff.
calcd

E′(ν 7
l) - E′(07

0)b

obsd
B′ - B′′ × 104

obsd

00 r 00 Σg
+ r Σg

+ 2199.9773(12)a (0) (0) 0.00 -2.044(6)a,c

11 r 11 Πu r Πu 2199.484[2] 0.49 0.62 17.76 -2.064
22 r 22 ∆g r ∆g 2198.449[10] 1.53 1.31 44.58 -2.081
20 r 20 Σg

+ r Σg
+ 2198.739[10] 1.24 1.24 59.46 -2.063

33 r 33 Φu r Φu 2197.959[10] 2.02 2.05 78.60 -2.097
31 r 31 Πu r Πu 2197.907[10] 2.07 2.08 95.15 -2.082
44 r 44 Γg r Γg 2197.12[?] 2.86 2.83 117.51 -2.111
42 r 42 ∆g r ∆g 2196.94[?] 3.04 2.93 134.22 -2.098
40 r 40 Σg

+ r Σg
+ 2196.82[?] 3.16 2.95 141.14 -2.091

a Uncertainties in () are twice the standard error of the fit. Those in [ ] are estimates or are unknown.b Based on theE′′(ν7
l) values from ref 11.

c B′ - B′′ values for the other transitions are this value scaled by the respectiveB′′ values from ref 11.

V/hc ) V2θ
2 + V4θ

4 ) (V2/m)Q7
2 + (V4/m

2)Q7
4 (2)
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because our∆B value forν1 implies an increase of only 0.41
pm in the CO bond length (116.4 pm, ref 31) whenν1 is excited
(assumingRCC is unchanged). In contrast, the changes in the
potential are much larger when theν3 antisymmetric mode is
excited, withVB tripling to 65.3 cm-1 and θmin increasing to
31.1°. In a similar way, theν4 antisymmetric excitation of the
CC stretch leads to increases inVB to 49.3 cm-1 and inθmin to
29.3°. However, excitation of theν2 symmetric CC stretch
almost eliminates the barrier, withVB ) 0.1 cm-1 andθmin )
6.4°; the bending potential in this case is almost purely quartic.
These results suggest that symmetry of the charge flow during
the course of the vibrations is an important factor in determining
the ease with which bending can occur around the central
carbon.

Axial Force Constants and Bonding in C3O2. Our value
of ν1, along with literature values for theν2, ν3, andν4 axial
modes, allows one to calculate some of the axial force constants
for carbon suboxide. The relationships along with their calcu-
lated values are given in Tables3 and 4. There are six internal
force constants describing axial motion but only four observ-
ables, so some assumptions are necessary. Because the CO units
are well separated, it is reasonable to set the CO‚‚‚CO interaction
constant fCO,CO to zero. Assuming also that the CO‚‚‚C′C

interactionfCO,C′C is zero (because there is no shared C atom),
we obtain result a in Table 4; iffCO,C′C is taken to be1/4fCO,CC,
then result b is obtained. Also listed for comparison are some
bond stretching force constants for a few other relevant
molecules.

From these values, it can be seen that, in both cases a and b,
the CO stretching constant falls between that of carbon
monoxide (triple bond) and that of carbon dioxide (double bond).
These results can be partially rationalized in terms of the valence
bond resonance structures

Figure 4. The vibrational-rotational modeling of the observed
Q-branches of C3O2. The predicted CARS spectrum using parameters
given in the text is displayed above each experimental curve.

TABLE 2: Parameters Defining the ν7 Potential for
Different Vibrational Manifolds of C 3O2

parameter units
ground
state ν1 statea ν2 state ν3 state ν4 state

ν0 cm-1 2199.98 787.72 2289.80 1587.39
V2 cm-1/rad2 -245 -243 -15 -431 -155
V4 cm-1/rad4 698 667 633 725 665
VB cm-1 21.5 22.1 0.1 65.3 49.3
θmin degrees 24.0 24.4 6.4 31.1 29.3

a Parameters forν1 from this work; other parameters from ref 20
and references therein.

Figure 5. The effectiveν7 bending potentials for the ground andν1,
ν2, ν3, andν4 vibrational states. The lowest levels of theν7 manifold
are shown for each state.

TABLE 3: Axial Force Constant Relations for C3O2
a

λ1 + λ2 ) (µO + µC)F11 + µCF22 - 2µCF12

λ1λ2 ) µOµC(F11F22 - F12
2 )

λ3 + λ4 ) (µO + µC)F33 + 3µCF44 - 2µCF34

λ3λ4 ) (3µOµC + 2µC
2)(F33F44 - F34

2 )
F11 ) fCO + fCO,CO≈ fCO

F22 ) fCC + fCC,CC

F12 ) fCO,CC+ fCO,C′C ≈ fCO,CC

F33 ) fCO - fCO,CO≈ fCO

F44 ) fCC - fCC, CC

F34 ) fCO,CC- fCO,C′C ≈ fCO,CC

a µi ) mi
-1

OdCdCdCdO
I

T +OtCsChdCdO
II

T OdCdChsCtO+

III

CARS Spectra of C3O2 J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 109, No. 14, 20053143



Structure I, the classical representation, is generally thought to
be mixed with ionic forms such as II and III. The latter ionic
forms will tend to give somewhat stronger CO bonds, as
observed, and also will favor bent structures, so that the low
CCC bending frequency can be rationalized. However, the ionic
forms would also predict a significant reduction in the CdC
bond force constant, a result not actually seen in either case a
or case b.

In 1974, Brown and Lipscomb32 considered an alternative
description of the bonding in terms of simple molecular orbitals,
finding from calculations that the low bending frequency is
favored when the HOMO orbitals take the shape of a three-
centered bond over the central three C atoms. We have explored
this further via Gaussian ab initio calculations37 on C3O2 using
density functional (B3LYP) methods with a large basis set,
6-311++g(3df,3pd). The calculations were done for various
CCC bending angles and with the CCO angles fixed at 180°
(“V” shape) or variable (“W” or trans CCCO shape). As seen
in Figure 6, both calculations predict linear structures, but the
potential is lower and flatter when the OCC angle is allowed to
deviate a few degrees from 180°, as shown at the top of the
figure. At the minimum, the CCC bending frequency is
calculated as 30 cm-1, about twice the experimental value of
18 cm-1.

Displayed in Figure 7 are the changes in the orbital energies
of the HOMO levels of C3O2 as the CCC angle is changed. For
simple triatomic molecules, the variation in such levels has been

used with some success in predicting the linearity or bent nature
of the molecules (Walsh rules).38 As seen in Figure 7, the highest
HOMO orbital favors a linear geometry for C3O2, as does the
total energy curve in Figure 6. However, these curves are quite
flat, and the energy decrease with bending in the next lower
orbital is consistent with the very low bending frequency in
the molecule. Shown in Figure 7 for a CCC angle of 140° are
the shapes for these two molecular orbitals, and it is seen that,
as suggested by Brown and Lipscomb,32 both are essentially
three-centered combinations of the p orbitals on the three carbon
atoms. The HOMO combination has the p orbitals perpendicular
to the molecular plane, the next lower level has them in-plane,
and interestingly, bending in this case causes a lowering of
energy. At the linear geometry, these two levels have the same
energy and shapes corresponding to orthogonal px or py three-
centered orbitals.

Of course, the calculations at the B3LYP level do not
reproduce the double minimum structural potential found from
the spectroscopic data, but close correspondence is observed
for higher-level calculations with large basis sets. Shown in
Figure 6 are the recent ab initio results of Koput12 from coupled
cluster calculations (CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ) that yield a double
minimum potential with a maximum of 37.5 cm-1, reasonably
close to the experimental value of 24 cm-1. Although this height
was found to be somewhat sensitive to the method used to
account for electron correlations, there is, in our view, a
satisfying overall convergence of the experimental and ab initio
results for this challenging “floppy” molecule.
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